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" You never know what they'll give you," she said. <e They're
thick with fleas, you see, and he's a delicate, sensitive child.'*
Such were the reactions Edward Albert acquired to the
indigenous fauna of London. His knowledge of the graver
extremities to which Nature was allowed to go after the Fall
of Man was derived chiefly fro n books. He invented a mar-
vellous electric gun for his pri * ate comfort which always killed
and never required re-loading* and this he always kept close
at hand when he travelled in his reveries across the silver seas.
Gorillas and bears lurked in the darker corners of the house and
under his bed, and n<5 sort of emergency would induce him to
quit that shelter once he had been tucked up in it. Four
guardian angels, he knew, watched about him, but none of
them had the pluck or the intelligence to rout about under-
neath the bed. If he woke up at night they weren't there.
He would listen to things creeping about and scrutinise dim
ambiguous shapes until it became unbearable, and then
he would scream for his mother.
" Was there a nasty bear ? " she would say, rejoicing in her
protectiveness. She never lit up the room and showed
him the emptiness of his fears. So he learnt to hate animals
in every shape and form. They were his enemies, and when
he went to the Zoo he made derisive faces and put out his
tongue at,all the most dangerous animals behind the bars.
But the mandrill went one better.
After the mandrill Mrs Tewler and her son went on for a
time in silence.
Some things are unspeakable.
They both felt that animals ought never to have been
allowed, none of them, and that coming to the Zoo was simply
encouraging them to be the animals they were.
" Would you like a nice ride on the elephant, darling ? *'
said Mrs Tewler, breaking that embarrassed silence, " or
look at the dear little fish in the aquarium ? "
At first Edward Albert was inclined to have a ride on the
elephant. But he asked to have a good look at it first. He
thought perhaps he might sit by the keeper man and be
allowed to beat it about the head, but when he saw the

